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Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Wrongful Death, Lynda La Plante, Duty to the job or
personal ambition? Anna Travis must decide where her loyalties
lie .Six months ago, London nightclub owner Josh Reynolds was
found dead from a single gunshot wound to the head, the gun
held in his right hand. His death was quickly determined to be a
suicide, the investigation was closed .a case done and dusted.
Until now. A young man, awaiting trial for armed robbery has
informed his guards that Reynolds was murdered, and that he
has information to share with the police. DCS James Langton
tasks DCI Anna Travis to review the case. As soon as she wraps
up the investigation, Langton tells Anna she can join him for
training at the FBI Academy in Virginia, USA. Meanwhile, Senior
FBI Agent, Jessie Dewar, crime scene expert, is seconded to
Anna's team as part of her research. Dewar's brash manner
soon ruffles feathers among the MET, and what should have
been a simple case of tying up loose ends becomes a political
nightmare as the competence of the original investigation team
is questioned. Anna's trip to America is approaching, but now...
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The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been
written in an remarkably simple way and it is just a er i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, a ect
the way i think.
-- Alice Cr em in-- Alice Cr em in

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will
probably be transform when you full looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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